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And other soccer scandals
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Half a century ago in 1966, England won the World Cup for the only time in their
history and the team were joined at a celebration dinner by canine hero Pickles
who had found the trophy after it had been stolen from an exhibition. Team
captain Bobby Moore, lifted the FA Cup, European Cup Winners Cup and Jules
Rimet trophy for club and country in the mid 1960s, then, found himself at the
centre of a diplomatic row prior to the 1970 World Cup finals when he was framed
over the theft of a bracelet from a shop in Bogota.
The soccer-mad nation of Brazil was awarded the World Cup outright after
winning it for the third time in 1970, then felt a sense of national disgrace when
the trophy was stolen without trace in 1983. Mike Holgate recalls these unsavoury
soccer incidents alongside a litany of illegal activities featuring murders, trophy
thefts, match-fixing and the greatest scandal in the history of sport as Fifa stands
accused of rigging votes to rob countries of the right to host the finals of the
World Cup.
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Above: Nobby Stiles performs a victory dance alongside captain Bobby Moore, hat-trick hero Geoff Hurst
(holding the World Cup) and England’s other final scorer Martin Peters.
Below: The ‘Outcasts FC’ who defied authority to form a players’ trade union.
Example of a double-page spread.

“They think it’s
all over. It is
now!” The
game’s up for
Sepp Blatter
(or is it?).

Far left: Aston Villa skipper Frank Moss
shakes hands with Frank Hudspeth
before the 1924 FA Cup final.
Left: Britain’s first £100 a week footballer
Johnny Haynes is chaired off the field by
Jimmy Armfield and Peter Swan (left) following England’s record 9-3 victory over
Scotland at Wembley in 1961.

